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SUMMARY
ALNDITS EFFEOT ON
.4.s part of a gm.eral program to study combustion in the engine cylinder and to correlate the
phenomena of cornliustion with the obserced performance of actual engine~, this paper, which was
outlined by Mr. S. T. Sparrow, and the work undertaken at the reguest of the IITaiional Advisory
Committee jor Aeronautics, presents a sketchy outline of what may happen in the engine cylinder
during the burning of a.charge. It A-o suggests the type of information needed to supply the details
of the picture and points owt ho-w combustion time and rate afect the performance of the engine.
A theoretical concept of a flame front which is assund to mknce rzdidly from the point of
ignition is presented, and calculations based on h area and wlocity of this flame and the density
o.f the unburned gases are made to determine the mass ra~e of combustion. From this rate the mass
which has been 6urned and the pressure at any in slant during combustion are computed.
This process is then. raxrsed in an efort to determine actual rates of combustion and time
relocii?ieafrom the pressures as recorded on hdicator diagrams.
The efects ~f difereni rates of combustion on engine performance are then discussed and the
imports nce of proper spark aduance is empliasixd.
INTRODUCTION
men the intake valve of a gasoline ewj-ne closes, it traps a de~it.e weight of charge in
the engine cylinder. 11 leakage by the piston and valves is neglected, this weight remains
constant until the exhaust val~e opens. During the short intervaI between these two e~ents,
the -trapped gases undergo .@rernely rapid chemical and pbicd c~qws w~ch enable them
to do -work on hhe piston. The amount of this work can be determined with fair accuracy and
many tests show that it ~aries considerably for different engine designs and operating conditions.
Determinations of justi what happens in the cyLinder during the burning of a charge to
cause the observed variations in engine performance are rendered -rery difllcult and uncertain
because of the complexity End speed of the chemical reactions and the presence of a Dumber
of operating variables, such as fueI characteristics pressure, temperature, turbulence, and
piston movement, all of which influence combustion and compIica.te its study.
Experiments with simple explosive mixtures under controlled conditions in bombs of
various sorts have .yieIded important information regarding the phenomena of combustion, but
there is need for supplementary data which will correlate the fundam-entals of combustion -with
the observed performmce of actuaI engines.
FLAME PROPAGATION IN THE ENGINE CYLINDER
As a first step in the visualization of what might happen in an engine cylinder when a
charge is burned, a series of sectional views through the cylinder at the spark plug may be
taken during combustion as shown in Figure 1. To make the picture as simple as possible it
is assumed that the charge is homogeneous, that there is no turbulence or piston movement,
and that &he combustion chamber is a thin disk.
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The smaH dotted portion of A (fig. 1) represents tlm original volume of that portion of
the charge which burns during the first short interval of time “t” after the occurrence of the
spark. As this increment of charge burns, its temperature rises and it therefore expands, push-
ing the flame front ahead of it., compressing the unburned charge, and causing a uniform
increase in pressure throughout the cyb.nder. At the end of the time ‘(t” the volumes of the
burned and unbmmed gas, separated by the flame front, are shown at B.
For the sake of simplicity, it is assumed that- during the second time interval “t” the
flame proceeds into the unburned mkture at the same constant rate as during the first time
interval. The amount-of gas to be burned during the second time interval may be repre-
sented, before the flame front enters it~ by the dotted section of C. After the second increment
has burned and expanded, the position of the flame front and the relative volumes of burned
and unburned gas are shown at D. Similar calculations give the position of the flame front
after each successive equal interval of time.
A
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B
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RATE OF BURNING—MASS BURNED—PRESSURE RISE
The mass rate R~ at which the charge burns at any instant during combustion wili be
equaI to the are%, ~4, of the flame front multiplied by the velocity, T’, with which the flame
front is advancing into the unburned charge multiplied by ihe density, D, of the unburned
charge or—
R,. =A TTD-- (1)
It is apparent that in Figure 1 the area of the fla~ge front increases from zero to a maximum
and then decreases to zero again as the flame advances across the cylinder from the spark PIug
to the opposite wall. It is also evident that the shape of the combustion chamber and the
location of the ignition point may have a considerable effect OQ the area of the flame. froni and
consequently on the mass rate of burning and the pressure rise. Consider, for example, the
extreme cases of a spherical bomb ignited at the center, and a Iong thin tube of the same. voIum e
ignited at one end. _lQ the sphericaI bomb, the flame can spread radiaIIy in aII directions witllou t
interference; its area increasing as the square of the radial spread, until it reaches the walk of
the bomb and the charge is entireIy burned. In the tube, however, the flame can travel in only
oue direction and its area remains at a constant small value throughout the combustion. A much
more rapid pressure rise and a shorter combustion time would be expected in the case of the
bomb. In a somewhat similar manner, the number of ignition points would also aflwt the
area of.. the flame front and hence the rate of burning.
Of course} the flame may not advance as a spherical surface in the actuaI engine cylinder.
Its shape may be distorted from true sphericity by turbulence or stratification of the charge, by
refIected pressure or sound wa-res, or by the movement of Lhe piston. Under certain conditions
or. at some stage in the combustion, the whole of the unburned portion of the charge may be
ignited simultaneously by compression or by incandescent particIes. These possibilities invi~e
further investigation.
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T-he -relocity ah which the flame front advances into the unburned charge is known to be
difierent for difTerent fuels and mixture ratios. It. also depends in some way on the pressure,
temperature, and density of the burning gases. The presence of catalyzers or inert gases in the
chmge would ako be expected to affect. the veIocity.
During combustion the unburned charge k undergoing eontintial compression by the increas-
ing amount of burned charge so that its density increases steadiIy.
By making certain simple assumptions in regard to A, ~’, and D, it k possible to compute
the mass rate of burning, & and the total amout which has been burned at any instant during
cornbustiort for the simple case shown in Figure 1.* These qumtities are plotted in Figure 2.
Since the pressure rise is aImost proportional to the mass burned, the solid curve in Figure 2
also indicates the type of pressure rise to be expected.
FIG. 2
ANALYSIS OF’ INDICATOR DIAGRAM
The fact that calculations of pressure rise can be made from a concept of an advancing
flame front suggests that this process &~hh be reversed and that the pressure rise as recorded
on an indicator diagram might be made to yield information in regard to flame propagation in
bhe actual en.ke cylinder.
A portion of a typical indicator diagram is shown pIotted on logarithmic coordinates in
Figure 3. The solid line shows actual pressures as measured by the indicator and the dotted
line represents the pressures which wouId ha-re been expected had the charge been instantly
burned at upper dead center as in the theoretical Otto cycle. Theoretical.Iy and actuaIIy,
compression is represented on the logarithmic pIot by a straight ljne to the point -where the
spark occurs. Here the actuaI diagram begins to rise more sharply due to the burning of the
charge. By the time the piston has reached upper dead center the actual pressure is at “c”
instead of at “b” where it would have been had there been no burning. If it is assumed that
the pressure rise above th~ straight compression Line is proportional to the mass of charge
burned, then the fraction of the total charge which is actuaIly burned at upper center wouId be
equal to cfi~” In a similar manner the fraction burned at any other instant during combus-
tion can be computed from a si.dar ratio of pressures. At “e” combustion is comp~ete and
expansion of the burned gases is represented by a straight Iine-
Seven indicator diagrams, 2 take-n under different operating conditions as Listed in Table
1, were analyzed by this method artd the results are pIotted in Figures 4–7. The enatie
1Details of thess cakufations are given in .4ppendix L
I The:+ diagrams were made in the “aItitude chamber” at the Bureau of Stmdards with a balanced diaphragm pressure indicator
dewrihed in A’. 4. C. A. Report >-0.107.
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on which these indicator cards were taken has a cylindrical combustion chamber simiIar
to that pictured in Figure 1 except that in the engine two plugs are used, one on each
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side of the cylinder. ./w would be expected, the
general s~ape of the curves, Figures 4–7, is similar
to that of the theoretical curve shown as a solid
line in Figure 2, but because of the various oper-
ating conditions there are variations in the rate of
burning and the total time required for complete
combustion.
As shown in Figure 4, combus~ion is more rapid
-when the charge is fired by two plugs than when oue
plug only is used. This is the naturaI result of having
two flame fronts originating at opposite sides of the
cylinder.
Figure 5 cornpare.s a lean mixture with a mi..ture .
producing maximum power. In this case the mom .
rapid burning of the maximum power mixture must
be due to a higher velocity of ffame propagatiori
rather than to a difference in the flame area, since two
plugs -were fired in both cases.
The curves in Figure 6 were made at-different
‘(altitudes, ” the density of the charge being the chief
operating variable. The velocity of flame propaga-
tion is evidently higher for the denser charges. The
very sIowTburning as represented by the curve for
25,000 feet altitude is partly accounted for by the fact
that–the mixture ratio in t$is case happened to be
very lean.
The load, speed, charge density, and mixture ratio-.
were all different for the two runs shbwn in Figure 7)
..
and it wou~d be difEcult to isolate the effects of these
various factors on the curves.
Returning to Figure 4, an attempt was made to estimate approximately,
Formula (1), the actual ffame velocities at different instants during combustion.
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.
Prior to ignition, conditions in the engine cylinder were almost identical for the two rum
represented by the two curves in Figure 4. The weights, pressures, temperatures, and com-
positions of the two charges were practicdy the same and the engine -was operated at the same
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speed and with the same spark advance in both runs. The flame velocities in the two cases
should therefore be equal at the stark of combustion and ~o~d be expected to vary only with
temperature, pressure, and charge density as the bwming progressed. For an appreciable time
nem top dead center the vol~e &ange is negligible and pressme, fiemperatue, and charge
density are proportional. During this period it wouId be expected that flame velocities in both
runs -wouId vary in the same manner with pressure. If it is assumed that the fl%me advances
radially from the point of i=gnition, flame velocities can be estimated for the two cases by means
of Formula 1.3 The calculated velocities are plotted in Figure 8, and contrary to expect.ations~
do not vary in the same manner w-ith pressure for the two cases. The most plausible explanat-
ion for the fact that. all of the points plotted in Figure 8 do not fall on the same smooth curve
would seem to be that the areas of the flame fronts ti the actual engine are not such as would be
sThe metiC.d OfGIkIuIating wkwity is giv~ h deti~ iII Ap@dk II.
*
.
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.
expected from the theoretical picture in Figure 1, and that the estimated velocities therefore
reflect the errors involved in assuming this radial advance.
COMBUSTION TIME
It is obvious that the time required to completely burn the charge must aflect the power
a~d specific fuel consumption of an internal-combustion engine. D ata h&ve been presented
FIG. 7
from time to time slso~~tig this effect-to be surprisingly small. For the most part these Wes-
enta.tions have dealt with what happened and have assumed that the reader knew why it h&p-
paed. ~ik+, in general, this assumption may be justified, i~ is believed that a somewhat
. detafied discussion of the reasons underlying this effect may be of value.
In the theoretical Otto cycIe, it is assumed that the charge is completely burned at upper
dead center. The efficiency under such conditions depends only on the expansion ratio which
is the ratio between the volumes abo~e the piston at the end and at the beginning of the power
stroke. The efficiency is given by the expression
E= I–r&
where E is what is commonly known. as the air cycle effmiency, r is the
the ratio between the specific heats at constant pressure and constant
approximately 1.4.
expansion ratio and n is
volume, which for air is
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If the ignition of the charge is delsyed, bufi the charge is stiU assumed to burn completely
in a single instant, the efieiency obtainable will be less than MM the case” when the charge was
burned at top center, as the volume above the piston will be greater at the” time of combustion
than when the charge is burned at tap center, and hence the expansion ratio VW be less.
‘FM+.-Iw
f/l\60”.90”/20”
FIG. 9
If no-w the charge is burned-again iustantly—with the piston in the position last. con-
sidered but before center instead of after center, additional mork VW be requked to compress
the burned charge to dead c-enter. Ho~ever, in the absence of heat loss, this energy will be
returned on the power stroke and the effect on engine performance dl be the same as in the
previous case where the charge w-as burned after center.
FIG. 10
In the actual engine me charge is, of course, not b~~ed instantly but combustion con.-.
tirtues over an appreciable park of the cycle. Eo~ever, the efficiency obtainable from any
smaII portion of the charge may be calculated as outlined above from the position of the piston
at the time that portion is burned.
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Figure9 shows the positions of the top of the piston corresponding tosewmdcrankposi-
tions for a typical engine. If the expansion ratio based on upper dead center is 5 to 1, then
the expansion ratios for portions of the charge burned at other positions of the piston are shown
on the left in Figure 9, The air cycle efficiencies cm.responding to these expansion ratios are
plotted on the right in the same figure.
Cronk posi’fion,degrees from cenfer
FIG. 11
It is now necessag to determfne how much of the charge is burned at each position of the
crank, or, in other words, the rate of burning at various stages of the combustion. This infor-
mation can be obtained from the curves in Figures 4–7. Curve No. lain Figure 4 is typical of
normal combustion, and to make the case perfectly general this curve has been replo tted as the
solid line in Figure 10. The slope of this line is plotted as. a dotted line in the same figure and
represents the mass rate of burning akeach instant during combustion. From this curve the
amount of charge burned during any smaII increment of crank travel may be determined.
From the information in Figures 9 and 10 the average air cycle efficiency for the Whole
combustion can be computed, as illustrated in Figure 11. The upper curve in tho figure gives
the air cycIe efficiencies corresponding to difTerent crznk positions as obtained from Figure 9.
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The Iower curve is the rate of burning taken from Figure 10, it being assumed that the charge
is completely burned durbg 50° of crmk travel and that the spark advance is 30°. The average
efllciency for this particular operating condition is obtained by multiplying the amounts of
charge burned during successive small increments of crank travel by the corresponding ef6.-
ciencies and dividing the sum of the products so obtained by the total amount of charge
burned, the resuIt in the case being 46.6 per cent..
Assume now that the total time required to burn the charge is only one-half as greai as
before; thd is, combustion is completed in 25° of crank traveI instead of 50°. With a 30°
spark advance the efficiency and rate curves wouId be as shown in Figure 12, a~d the average
efficiency for this case is 45.7 per cent.
If combustion required 100° of crank travel and a spark advance of 30” was stil.I retained,
the curves -ivould appear as in Figure 13 and the average efficiency would be only 35.7 per cent.
% far as this analysis is concerned the reduction or increase in the combustion time as shown in
Figures 12 and 13 may result from either a change in actual time of burning due to a change in
fuel, mkture ratio, or operating condi~ions, or merely from a change in enagine speed.
Cronk posifhn,degrees from cenfer
FIG.13
SPARK ADV&NCE
It is quite evident that SO” is too much spark advance for the rapid combustion shown in
Figure 12 and not enough for the slow combustion shown in Figure 13. T’hese two figures
demonstrate clearly the need for a variable spark advance which can be adjusted to obtain the
greatest power and economy possible with each difterenfi rate of combustion. As the spark
advance does not affect the amount of charge that enters the cylinder, the spark ad-rance that
gives the highest. average air cycle efficiency will give both maximum power and minimum
specitic fuel consumption.
Average efficiencies for -dues of spark advance other than SOO can be determined by
shifting the rate curves along the horizont.al axes of the charts to each desired spark ad-rance
and repeating the calculations described above. For example, Figure 14 shows the rate curve
for the 50° combustion time set for values of spark advance of 60”, 40°, 20°, and OO. The
a~erage efficiency for each setting is plotted as a circle against the corresponding spark ad~ance.
The peak of the curve drawn through these points gives the optimum spark ad~ance and the
maximum efficiency obtainable with this combustion time. This a-rerage e%iciency cume is
reproduced in Figure 15 where it maybe compared with sim.iIar curves computed for combustion
times of 25° and 100° of crank tra-d and for the theoretical case of instantaneous combustion.
.
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The optimum spark advance and the maximum efficiency corresponding to each of the
several combustion times have been taken from the curves in Figure 15 and plotted as circles
against combustion time in Figure 16. It will be observed that the spark advance required for
Spark udvcmce, degrees
FIG. 14
highest-efficiency is radically different-for the dfierent combustion times and agrees very- well
with Upton’s rule (Reference 1), based on experimental data, viz: “The optimum spark advance
is such that the half pressure rise occurs at the dead center, and that this stage of the pressure
rise occurs practically at 75‘ per cent of the explosion time after ignition.’> This rule is repre-
sented by the dotted line in Figure 16. This figure also shows that the efficiencies obtainable with
widely diflerent combustion times are not greatly different, provided the optimum spark advance
is used in each case. This also is in agreement with experimental results.
50 I I I I I I I I I I I I I I
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RATE OF BURNING
Throughout the foregokg discussion of the effect of combustion time and spark advance
on engine performance the charge was assumed to burn at a rate represented by the dotted
curve in Figure 10. For actual engines the shape of this rate curve will vary somewhat, depend-
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ingm engine design and operating conditions. However, it maybe demonstrated by substituting
a difl’erenti rate curve in Figures 11–14, that considerable ~d iflerence in the shape of the rate
curve wiII have very little effect on engiue performance provided the proper spark &dvance is
— -..
maintained. Thus the rate curve shown in Fiagure 2 is quite differe~t in shape from the one
shown itt Figure 10, but the maximum efficiencies computed on the basis of these two cumes
dit?ferby Iess than 1 per cent.
CONCLUSIONS
From a theoretical
of actual engines, it is
standpoint, from the analysis of indicator cards, and from obser~ation
evident that the time required for complete combustion of a charge
varies corisiderably with diflerent engine designs and operating conditions. It is also known
that the rate of burning at any particdar instanh after intition may di%er e~en iu cases where
the total combustion time is the same. Both the rate of combustion and the time required for
complete burning of the charge have an effect on the power and economy of the engine. The
greatest power aud economy are, of course, attained h the theoretical case of instantaneous
combustion at upper dead center. The slower combustion obt.ainable.in practice may resuh
in considerably reduced efficiencies if improperly tied with respect to piston position. How-
ever, the maximum theoretical performance may be approached very closely with a wide range
of combustion times and rates, provided the proper spark advance is maintained for each
particular condition.
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APPENDIX I
METHOD OF CALCULATING RATE OF BURNING FOR RADIALLY ADVANCING FLAME FRONT
SHOWN IN FIGURE 1
~ circle 10 inches in diameter was drawn and was divided irnfo sections one-tenth of an inch
wide by circular arcs of increasing radius drawn about in “ignition point” on the circumference
of the 10-inch circle. The area of each of hhese sections was determined by measuring the
average length of the section and multiplying by one-tenth inch. 4. curve was then plotted
showing the area (or volume) behind the flame for each different flame position or rdius from
the point of i@tion.
It was assumed that the cylinder was filled with a homoge~eous charge at 600° C. absolute
and that during the first interval of time “t” after the occurance of the spark the first one-tenth
inch section of the charge was burned. For purposes of cakdation this portion of the charge
was assumed to burn at constant vohunel its temperature being raised 2,700° in the process,
the final temperature being 600 +2,700 = 3,300°. The ratio of pressures before and after burning
d be equal to the ratio of temperatures or
px_ 600
g–3,300
where-
p u= original pressure in the cyJ.inder before ignition
p o=pressure of burned gases before expansion
The burned gases are then assumed to expand, compressing the unburned gases ahead
of them, according to the equation PLIu = constant, until the-pressure throughout the cylinder
is uniform. (The exponent 1.3 was selected because it is the approximate mean between an
exponent for compression of 1.39 and an exponent for expansion of 1.22 m determined from
indicator cards.) The following equabions w-N then apply:
~ ~Qbl.3=p ~bu “expansion of burned gases. (1)
puvu (2)1.3= p ~uI.3 compression of unburned gases.
vhere—
V3= original volume of burned gases before expansion.
vu= originaI volume of unburned gases before compression= F–h.
T= total volume of cylinder.
Tb = final voIume of burned gases after expansion.
T’s= final volume of unburned gases after compression= FTB.
P= fial uniform pressure throughout the cylinder.
The simultaneous equations (1) and (2) may be reduced to the following general form:
‘4%)=’04:-’)+’$
This equation may be solved for V, the volume of tihe burned gases after expansion, and the
position of the flame front after the first intervaI of time “t” may thus be determined.
In the next equal interval of time the flame will proceed into the unburned mixture another
one-tenth of an inch, constant volume burning being assumed. The
corresponding to this second one-tienth of an inch of movement can be
ficrement of vohme
found from the curve
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of volumes and flame positions. Since this new incremenL of volume contains compressed gas,
its density must be known before its mass can be calculated. The total mass of unburned gas
before the second increment is burned is 17– o~, mass being proportional to volume in the charge
at original conditions. The volume of this total m~ss of unburned charge after compression
by the first burn is V– V*, find its density will therefore be ~~~~j” YIultiplying this. density by
the second increment of volume will gi~e the mass burned during Lhe second time intervtd.
Adding this to the mass burned during the first interval will give the total mass burned after
two intervals of time. In the calculations it is now assumed that this total mass is burned as
a single unit. It thus becomes the new Vb h..the equation and its volume after expansion is
determined as in the case of the original increment. The computations are repeated for equaI
time intervals until the flame has traveled entirely across the cylinder. Such computations
supply the data for plott;ng both the total mass burned and the mass rate of burning.
APPENDIX H
METHOD OF ESTIMATING FLAME VELOCITIES AT ANY INSTANT DURING COMBUSTION
Rm=AVD
R~ = mass rate of burning in pounds per second.
A = area of flame front in square feet.
V= velocity of 3 ame front with respect to unburned gas in feet per second.
D = density of unburned gas in pounds per cubic fook.
Take, for example, curve No. 2 (fig. 4). Data taken during the engine test- niake it possible
to transpose the values of per cent of mass burned to pounds burned and to exprws crank
position as seconds of time after ignition. If curve No. 2 is replotted on these coordinates, its
slope at any point will be the mass rate of burning (l?~) in pounds per second at that point,
The density of the unburned charge at any instant wilI be equal to the we.ighL of the
unburned charge divided by i~s volume. Consider, for example, the point at which 80 per cent
of the charge is burned, the crank position at this point being giveu in Figure 4. The weight of
the unburned portion is 20 per cent of the total weight of cha~ge in the cylinder. If no burning
had taken place this portion would occupy 20 per cent of the tutal volume above the piston, and
its pressure would be the engine compression pressure for the given piston position as determined
from the straight compression line on the indicator card. The burning of 80 per cent of the
charge has, however, compressed the unburned 20 per cent to a smaller volume and a higher
pressure according to the equation pv~i constant.* This higher pressure is found on the
indicator card and the fmal volume can therefore be calculated.
With the relative volumes of burned and unburned gas known, the position of the. flame
front in ihe cylinder can be determined and its area computied from the cylinder dimensions,
In making these calculations the flame is assumed to advance across the cylinder in the manner
illustrated in Figure 1. In the case of curve No. la, this advance takes place simultaneously
from both ends of the diameier.
With values of R., D, and A thus determined the equation R,. Y A VD is solved for V.
*.IDaverage exponent of 1,39for compression has been determined from indicator cards.
